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PREFACE

The Personnel Attrition Rates (PAR) Study as ;, whole is limited to studying personnel strengths

and battle casualties in historical land combat operations. Other types of attrition (nonbattle losses.

losses to equipment, casualties to other services, and so forth) are outside PAR's scope, as are personnel

losses in models, simulations, wargames, field experiments, or training exercises (like those of the

National Training Center).

Phase 1. or PAR-P1, was devoted to assembling the available data and past studies on personnel

strengths and attrition rates in land combat operations. preparing a comprehensive bibliography of it.

and planning the approach to subsequent phases. Its specific objectives were to:

* Collect as many as possible of the available tabulated data and data-based studies of attrition

rates in historical land combat operations,

"* Prepare a comprehensive bibliography of such data and studies, and

"* Outline an approach to aicomplishing the subsequent phases of tle PAR Study as a whole.

The bibliography of works collected during Phase 1 was published as Personnel .4ttrztion Rates in Land

Combat Operations: An Annotated Bibliography, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency Research Paper.

CAA-RP-93-2, June 1993. The collection of data and data-based studies consists of the files of pertinent

documents maintained at the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

Phases 2 and 3 of the PAR Study will convert some of the most important data to electronic form

in order to facilitate its analysis, and will perform selected analyses of the attrition data to derive

information useful in US Army wargames. studies, and analyses.

This paper, written as part of Phase 2, illustrates one such analysis. ft uses historical data on

personnel attrition to derive estimates of the susceptibility (i.e.. probability that a particular anatomical

region is hit, given a hit somewhere on the whole body) and vulnerability (i.e.. the conditional

probability of being killed or wounded in action, given a hit on a particular anatomical region) of

selected major anatomical regions (such as the head. thorax. abdomen, arms. and legs). These estimates

will be useful to all who need to consider such factors to evaluate weapons effectiveness, estimate

personnel attr;i"on, perform studies and analyses. or assess protective equipment for personnel.
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I ]PERSONNEL ATTRITION RATES IN SUMMARY

CAA HISTORICAL LAND COMBAT OPERATIONS: CAA-RP-93-3
SUSCEPTIBILITY AND VULNERABILITY
OF MAJOR ANATOMICAL REGIONS

THE REASON FOR PREPARING THIS PAPER is that the data collected on personnel attrition rates

can be used to e:simate the susceptibility and vulnerability of major anatomical regions, and that such

estimates will be useful to those engaged in weapons systems analysis and development. wargaming and

simulation, and the assessment of personal protective devices.

THE SPONSOR is the Director. US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

THE OBJECTIVE is to provide the Army with estimates of the susceptibility and vulnerability of

major anatomical regions, derived on an empirical basis.

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY is limited to the susceptibility (probability of hitting one of the major

anatomical regions) and vulnerability (conditional probability of being wounded or killed in action given

a hit in one of the major anatomical regions) of personnel to bullets, shell fragments. and similar

threats.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION of this paper is that the bulk of the pertinent works have been collected and

are on file at CAA.

THE BASIC APPROACH is to use published data on personnel attrition to estimate the susceptibility

and vulnerability of major anatomical regions (such as the head. thorax, abdomen, arms. and legs).

THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of this work are that pulblished personnel attrition data canl be used to

estimate the susceptibility and vulnerability of major anatomical regions. The susceptibility estimates

based on various sources are generally similar, which suggests that. they are influenced only slightly by

variations in the tactical situation. The vulnerability estimates appear to be somewhat more sensitive to

the tactical situation, but clearly indicate that a hit in one of the central regions (head. thorax, and

abdomen) is far more likely to result in a killed in action than a hit on the extremities (arms and legs).

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by Dr. Robert L. Hlelmbold. Scenarios and Model Validation

Division.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS may be sent to the Director. US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

ATTN: CSCA-MV. 8120 Woodmont Avenue. Bethesda. Maryland. 2081.1-2797.
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CHAPTER 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1-1. BACKGROUND. In April 1992, the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) started a three-

phased study of Personnel Attrition Rates (PAR). The present document covers only the portion of this

work having to do with selected aspects of the anatomical (listribut ion of hits and casualties.

1-2. OBJECTIVE. The main reason for performing this study was to put on record the work done on

the anatomical distribution of hits and casualties using the extensive data collected duLring Phase I of

PAR. The issue addressed is. "\Vhat do the data tell us about the susceptibility and vulnerability of

various parts of the body?- Here susceptibility is defined to be the probability that a certain aihatomical

region will be hit. given a hit somewhere on the whole body. Vulnerability is defined to be the

(conditional) probability that one or another type of casualty will result, given that a certain anatomical

region is hit.

1-3. SCOPE. PAR is limited to studying personnel strengths and battle casualties of land combat

forces. Other types of attrition (nonbattle losses, losses to equipment. casualties to other services, and so

forth) are outside PAR's scope. PAR is concerned only with historical data on actual combat operations:

it will not deal witl personnel losses in models, simulations. wargames. field experiments, or training

exercises (like those of the National Training Center). PAR focuses mainly on either original or

translated works in English, although some important. work in other languages may be included. Studies

of personnel attrition are also included, provided they contain cogent analyses of a publicly available.

nonproprietary body of tabulated data ou attrition in actual combat operations. Since trends in attrition

over long periods of time are of interest, data on ancient as well as recent battles are solicited. However.

as no contract support is anticipated and in-house resources are limited, no systematic effort is made to

extract data from the archives or primary source materials, and no original historical research is

envisioned. Thus, PAR relies almost exclusively on secondary works that contain data in readily usable

tabulated form. All works received prior to the cutoff date of 31 ,May 1993 are included in the final

report on Phase 1 (see CAA-1993. in the References listed in Appendix A).

The scope of the present paper is limited to wounds inflicted on personnel by projectile impact.

where -projectiles- include bullets, shell fragments. flechettes. shrapnel. grapeshot. and similar items. It

is (at least in principle) possible to locate the anatomical site of the injuries caused by such projectiles.

Bodily injury inflicted by weapons or weapons effects that are difficult to localize are excluded from the

1-1
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scope of this paper Some examples of the types of weapons or weapon effects excluded atr" .;i,nical

weapons (encompassing war gases and other toxic substances, flame weapons. and biological agents),

nuclear weapons effects (blast, ionizing radiation, and thermal effects). and directed energy weapons.

Injuries to personnel in armored vehicles are not included, primarily because sufficient data to perfornm a

proper analysis of that case was not in hand.

1-4. ASSUMPTIONS. The main assumption of this paper is that the bulk of the pertinent works have

been collected and are on file at CAA.

1-5. APPROACH. The basic approach is to use published data on personnel attrition to estimate the

susceptibility and vulnerability of major anatomical regions.

1-6. FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS. It is feasible to use published data on personnel attrition to

estimate the susceptibility and v;dnerability of selected major anatomnical regions. Based on our resuilts.

we suggest the nominal values in Table I-1 as applicable to US Army combat operations under

contemporary conditions (see the Glossary for the abbreviations KIA. \VIA. etc.). These values are

consistent with the results obtained in Appendix B. but are otherwise more or less arbitrary.

Table 1-1. Suggested Nominal Values of Personnel Susceptibility and Vulnerability

Anatomical Nommi nal Nominal Nom i nal Nom mina 1 Nominal
Region P(Hit) P(KIAJllit) P(WIAlHit) P(DOlilit) P(NFWIIlit)

Head&Neck 0.23 0.45 0.355 0.03 0.52
Thorax 0.15 0.45 0.55 0.04 0.51
Abdomen 0.10 0.35 0.65 0.10 0.5.5
Arms 0.20 0.03 0.97 0.01 0.96

Legs 0.3- 0.05 0. 95 0.02 0,93
Total 1.00 ----

The implied nominal unconditional probability of KIA. obtained from the formula.

P(KIA) = E P(KIAlHit) x P( hit).

where the sum is taken over all of the major anatomical regions. is P(K|A) = 0.22S. This value is close

to the traditional rule of thumb that about 1/.4 to 1/5 of those hit are KIA.

We observe that these nominal hit probabilities are not the same as those implied by the

hypothesis that hits are uniformly distributed over the body when the relative areas of the major

anatomical regions are taken to be those given ;i the Joint Munitions Effects Manual (JMEM). in

particular in Ref JMEM-1991). In addition, the .JMEM casualty criteria (such as being able to conduct a

defense for some specified minimum period of time) have no known relation to the conventional casua!ty

categories used in the published data on personnel attrition (such as KIA. \VIA. and so forth).

1-2
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CHAPTER 2

DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS CONSIDERATIONS

BEARING ON THE MAIN ISSUE

2-I. INTRODUCTION. As stated in Chapter 1. the issue to be addressed is "What do the data tell us

about the susceptibility and vulnerability of various parts of the body?" Here susceptibility is interpreted

as the probability that a certain anatomical region will be hit. Vulnerability is interpreted as the

(conditional) probability that one or another type of casualty will result, given that a certain anatomical

region is hit. This chapter describes and discusses various considerations bearing on the estimation and

interpretation of the susceptibility and vulnerability probabilities. As such. it covers both background

and approach.

2-2. DEFINITION OF ANATOMICAL REGIONS. The major anatomical regions in common use are

the following: head and neck. thorax, abdomen, pelvis, arms. and legs. However. many authors omit the

pelvis as a separate region and include it under one or more of the other regions. In addition. many

refinements of these basic regions are possible. For example. the head and neck may be subdivided into

the following four regions: head (less face and neck), face (less eyes). eyes. and" neck. Others subdivide

the arms into shoulder, upper arms, elbow, lower arm. wrist, hand. and fingers. The legs may be

similarly subdivided. Many include a "Multiple Wounds" and/or an -Other (or Unknown)" category to

account for records that do not fit easily into any of the above categories or are missing. Because various

authors use somewhat different boundaries for the anatomical regions. we are often forced to use various

descriptors, or to estimate how to convert a set of values based on one anatomical categorization to a

different categorization (e.g.. from values based on a categorization by head. neck. thorax, abdomen.

spine, shoulder, arms, hips and buttocks, and legs to another categorization according to head and neck.

thorax, abdomen, pelvis, arms. and legs).

Figure 2-1 shows the definition of anatomical regions used in most routine US Army casualty

reports from the field during World War 11 and Korea. However. there is no assurance that this

definition of anatomical regions is used by all of the sources considered here. In fact. Bever-1962. pp 762-

763. presents a somewhat different demarcation of anatomical regions that was used for some of the

battle casualty surveys done during the Korean War. Beyer- 1962. p 558. notes that "The lack of a

standardized method of demarcation of the regions of the body makes it impossible to compare

accurately the distribution of wounds in any two or more collections of casualty data."

2-1
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Figure 2-1. Demarcation of Major Anatomical Regions (from Beyer-1962. p .560).
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Moreover. it is often difficult in practice to identify the anatomical region struck umless the

individual is stripped and given a detailed, thorough examination. The K1A are seldom subjected to such

a procedure, and the data on their anatomical region of wounding should be viewed accordingly.

2-3. PRESENTED AREA OF ANATOMICAL REGIONS. The presented area of the anatomical

regions is thought 1 some sources to influence their susceptibility to being hit. Such a view usually

takes the form of *,pothesizing that hits are uniformly and randomly distribuled over the body. This

hypothesis would imply that the susceptibility of each anatomical region is proportional to its average

presented area. The hypothesis of uniform distribution of hits is based on the following considerations.

If. as is generally believed, missiles are seldom aimed at a particular individual (much less at a

particular anatomical region of a particular individual), and even if so aimed the dispersion of their

impact points (allowing for aiming and other errors) is large compared to the dimensions of the human

body, it then follows that the distribution of hits on the body should have (very nearly) a uniform

random distribution. However. this randomness is conditioned by the degree to which various body

portions are -exposed," or susceptible to being hit. and such exposure may differ from one situation to

another. In particular, posture and cover (including defensive works such as foxholes, bunkers, and

revetments: wading through water in an amphibious assault, stream crossing. or swamp: crouching or

prone versus standing; the type and -density" of local vegetation as well as other aspects of the local

"micro-terrain"; transport, in armored or unarmored vehicles versus on foot: body armor andi helmets

and (to a lesser extent) the heavy clothing worn during cold weather: and a host of other factors) affects

the degree to which various body portions are exposed in this sense. and hence affects the reported

numbers or statistics on anatomical location of wounds (since a missile impact that does not penetrate

the helmet, armor, or clothing and does not produce broken bones. contusions, or other injuries serious

enough to qualify as a "wound- will not find their way into the statistical tabulations). Hence the

relative susceptibility of the major anatomical regions may not correspond exactly to their average

presented areas.

Table 2-1 shows some of the presented area estimates that have appeared in the literature. It is not

clear whether the variation apparent in these estimates is dtie mainly to differences in demarcation of

anatomical regions. or to other differences in estimating their relative proportions. Aliso. it wolild seem

reasonable to expect particular individuals to depart more or less from the average presented areas due

to their peculiar size and shape. but we found no satisfactory treatment of such individual variability.

2-4. DEFINITION OF CASUALTY CATEGORIES. The principal battle casualty categories in current

use by the United States Army for reporting data obtained in the field are killed in action (KMA),

wounded in action (WIA), and (lied of wounds (DOW). These are defined as follows.

KIA.- Killed in action (DOD, NATO, IADB). A battle casualty who is ki!led outright or who dies
as a result of wounds or other injuries before reaching a medical treatment facility. See also (lied of
wounds received in action.

2-3
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Table 2-1. Estimated Average Presented Areas of Major Anatomical Regions

Anatomical Percentage of total body area'

region BBZb w_ _ Lb Bb JME.%Ib

Head&Neck 12.07. 6.0% 9.0% 42.0% 6.5%
Thorax 16.0% 41.07. 29.0% (w/IleadNeck) 1:3.0%
Abdomen 11.0% (w/Thorax) (w/Thorax) (w/lleadNeck) 10.7%
Pelvis ........ 11.6%
Upper Limbs 22.0% 20.0% 21.0% 19.0% * 20.5%
Lower Limbs 39.0% 33.0% 41.0% 39.0% 37.8%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Table Notes:
a Dashes indicate values not given in the source. The notation

(w/...) indicates that the source does not list this anatomical
region separately. but includes it under the ... heading.

b BBZ = Black, Burns and Zuckerman. as cited by Bever-1962

pp 108. 572. 611. and 847: and by Beebe-1952 p 167.
MG = McMillen and Gregg. as cited by Beebe-1952 p 167.
L = Longmore. as cited by Beebe-1952 p 167 and Otis-1883

p 691.
B = Berkow. as cited by Beebe-1952 p 167.
JMEM = Taken from JMEM-1991. Chapter 2.

WIA.- Wounded in action (DOD. NATO, IADB). A battle casualty other than -killed in action"

who has incurred an injury due to an external agent or cause. The term encompasses all kinds of wounds

and other injuries incurred in action, whether there is a piercing of the body. as in a penetrating or

perforated wound, or no'- - as in the contused wound: all fractures. burns, blast concussions, all effects of

biological and chemical warfare agents. the effects of exposure to ionizing radiation. or any other

destructive weapon or agent.

DOW.- Died of wounds received in action (DOD, NATO). A battle casualty who dies of wounds or

other injuries received in action. after having reached a medical treatment facility. See also killed in

action.

The carded for record only (CRO) cases are not generally reported. where CRO is defined as

follows:

CRO.- Carded for record only. (Adapted from Beebe-1952.) Basically. admissions to a medical
treatment facility include all cases admitted for medical care and not returned to duty on the same
calendar day as that on which first seen. but they also include certain other cases treated on an
outpatient (duty) status and designated as carded for record only (C' 0).

Sometimes the WIA are subdivided into seriously (SWVIA) and lightly or slightly wounded (LWIA)

categories. defined as follows:

LWIA.- Lightly or slightly wounded in action. A casualty that is a .itting or walking case.

2-4
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SWIA.- Seriously wounded in action. A stretcher case. See also \VIA.

In practice, of course, varying definitions of KIA and \VIA have obtained at various times within

the US Army. For example, during World War II and Korea. the mledical treatment facility- indicated

in the above definitions of \VIA and KIA was the battalion aid station. llowever. during and subsequent

to the Vietnam War, it was changed to mean hospital. Other US services do not necessarily use the same

definitions. For instance, during World War 11. the Navy and Marine Corps counted as KIA those who

died within 24 hours of being wounded, whether they were under medical care or not. Nowadays. they

use the same definitions as does the Army. We remark that the personnel casualty criteria used by the

Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual (JMEM-1991) are quite different from. and have no known

relation to. the above casualty categories.

Furthermore, our allies do not necessarily use the same definitions as we do. For example. Thayer-

1985. p 101, states that "... every allied force in Vietnam counted its wounded differently so those

figures are not comparable among forces." and Love-1932 states that -The British classify as battle

casualties ... those who suffered shock to the nervous system caused by bursting shells although

producing no visible trauma ... - while the US Army .did not and does not. Even when common

definitions are officially adopted. they may not exactly fit the situation, or they may not be faithfully

and accurately applied. Such errors in reports at the lowest levels will propagate through the reporting

system. which may itself introduce additional errors (due to dotible-counting, mistakes in transcription.

lost or mislabeled records, and'so forth).

2-5. QUALITY OF.THE BASIC DATA. The basic data on anatomical distribution of various casualty

categories may be affected by a variety of errors. Some of these have been mentioned above in

connection with the definitions of anatomica! regions and of casualty categories. A few others are

mentioned below. Unfortanately. there usually are iv' satisfactory objective methods either for

estimating their magnitude or for correcting them.

There are errors in the basic casualty records. This basic information is usually derived from the

records made by personnel in the field. Records on KIA and other deaths are generally maintained by

personnel specialists and forwarded to The Adjutant General. while records of wounded and their

treat.ment. in medical facilities are normally maintained by medical specialists and forwarded to The

Surgeon General. However, there is often some overlap in reporting between these two systems, and i-

most cases the duplication reveals discrepancies between the two systems. For example. Reister-1975 (p

4) reports the discrepancies described in Table 2-2 with regard t, World War 1I statistics. Beyer-1962 (p

451) reports the discrepancies described in Table 2-3 with regard to the actual location of wounds and

those reported on the Emergency Medical Tags (EMTs) used to record medical data on casualties. Datel-

1979 notes major discrepancies between The Surgeon General and The Adjutant General with regard to

the counts of suicides in the US Army. even during peacetime.
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Table 2-2. Comparison of Wounded and Battle Deaths. US Army. World War II

The Adjutant The Surgeon
Type of casualty General's report General's report

Wounded in action ............... 592.170" 723.560
Carded for record only ....... -- 123.836
Wounded admissions .............-- 599.724

Total deaths .................... 216.005 213.030
Killed in action ............. 1 8 9 . 6 9 6b 192.220
Died of wounds ............... 26.309" 20.810

Other battle deaths ............. 18.869c 1 6 . 7 9 3 d

Table Notes:
" Excludes 453 died of wounds while captured.
b Excludes 3.102 killed after capture.
C Includes 3.102 killed. 453 died of wounds. 6.058 declared dead.

and 9.256 died of other causes. nonbattle. while captured or
interned.

d Based on The Adjutant General's file of declared dead and died
in enemy prisons.

Table 2-3. Comparison of Regions Actually Involved and Regions Recorded on EMTs

Regional Noted on
Region involvement EMT but not
actually present and actual ly

Body region involved noted on EMT present

Head ............. 431 327 49
Neck ............. 178 58 19
Thorax ........... 572 338 42
Abdomen .......... 269 114 47
Pelvis ........... 175 26 14
Extremities:

Upper ......... 409 113 42
Lower ......... 388 190 :34

Genitalia ........ 23 3 3

Total .......... 2.445 1.169 250

In the future, we can expect to be faced with similar or worse discrepancies between counts

assembled and provided by various agencies, since (as noted by Schmidt-1963. Smith-1969. and

Uhorchak-1992) there is at present no designated organization or explicit requirement either to collect.

process. and disseminate during combat operations any data on casualties or attrition, or to resolve the
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discrepancies among various reporting agencies. For exanmple, The Surgeon General concentrates on

personnel who are admitted to hospitals for treatment, while The Adjutant General also reports on

personnel who are KIA. MIA. captured, or otherwise lost from their assigned unit.

2-6. COUNT WOUNDS OR WOUNDED. The sources consulted sometimes provide data on the

number of wounds and sometimes on the number of casualties. In general. attempts to convert one of

these types of tabulations to the other are inappropriate. For example, one casualty hit three times (e.g..

in the leg, arms, and thorax) can hardly be said to be equivalent to three casualties each hit once (one of

them in the arm, another in the leg, and another in the thorax). Counting wounds rather than casualties

tends to multiply-count the casualties (since each of the wounds suffered by a casualty are counted), yet

counting casualties rather than wounds tends to undercount wounds (since each casualty is assigned to

only one wound category even though that individual may have suffered multiple wounds).

Regardless of whether they count wounds or casualties. the soturces rarely provide any information

on the number of casualties who sustained exactly a certain number of wounlds (e.g.. exactly one. exactly

two. ... ). For example, a source might indicate that 800 casualties experienced a total of 1.000 wounds:

150 wounds located in the head, 250 in the thorax, 300 in the arms. and 300 in the legs. However, there

is no way. of telling from this information how often a given anatonmical region was associated with a

casualty. For example, it is possible that of the 800 casualties. 150 were wounded in the head exactly

once. 250 were wounded in the thorax exactly once. :300 were wounded in the arms exactly once. and 100

of them were wounded exactly three times in the legs. On the other hand. it is also possible that 150

were wounded in the head exactly once, 200 were wounded exactly twice (in both the thorax and legs).

another 50 exactly once in the thorax. 100 exactly once in the legs. and 300 exactly once in the arms.

Obviously, many other allocations of wounds to casualties are also mathematically possible. and there is

no objective way of determining which allocation is correct. In view of this ambiguity. in this paper we

use data giving counts of the casualties rather than those giving counts of the wounds. This. in effect.

makes the same assumption that is often adopted by similar studies-namely. that the sources that

count casualties by anatomical site of wound are reporting the anatomical site of the prtnary wound for

that casualty.

2-7. ANATOMICAL DISTRIBUTION FOR WIA VERSUS KIA. Some sources attempt to deduce the

susceptibility and vulnerability of various anatomical regions by examining data on the (listribbution of

hits for WIA casualties. Some writers have even attempted to assess the relative merit of various body

armor configurations on such data. However, this is improper. because it ignores the data on KIA

casualties and so commits a fallacy like that in the oft-repeated military operations research story about

the official who wanted to armor those parts of an airplane that exhibited the greatest frequency of hits

upon their return to base. The heart of this fallacy lies in the fact that the relative vulnerability or
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sensitivity of various portions of the body to missile impact affects the anatomical (list ributions reported

in the usual statistics.

To illustrate this phenomenon. suppose that only a certain type of missile is used. which is

invariably lethal if it strikes the head. and invariably nonlethal otherwise. Then the distribution of fatal

hits by anatomical region will show that all of them struck the head (and the force using that missile

may get a reputation as "sharpshooters'). On the other hand. the distriblution of nonfatal hits by

anatomical region will show that none of them struck the head.

In general, the differences in relative vulnerability of the anatomical regions (i.e.. in the probability

of a KIA t'ersus a WIA resulting when that region is struck by a missile) causes the distribution of hits

by anatomical region for the KIA casualties to differ from that for \VIA casualties. In fact. when

distributions of anatomical region are given for KIA and \VIA. they should be treated as reflecting the

probability of a hit in a given anatomical region g9uen that a KIA (or. respectively, a \VIA) occurred.

Symbolically, they are related to Prob(Hit Region RI KIA) and Prob(Ilit Region R I NVIA). Some

information relevant to these conditional probabilities is presented later in this section.

However. before doing so we remark that these are not the probabilities needed for evaluating

munitions effectiveness, assessing casualties in warganies and simulations, or estimating the benuefits of

various protective measures. For such purposes-one needs the (unconditional) distribution of hits on the

anatomical regions, together with the conditional probability of a hlXA (or \VIA) gir'i a hit itt a

specified anatomical region. These may be expressed symbolically as Prob(IHit Region R),

Prob(KIAI Hit Region R), and Prob(WIAI Hit Region R). A method for estimating those probabilities is

described in the next paragraph (2-8). The results obtained thereby are discussed in Chapter 3.

To estimate the Prob(Hit Region RI KIA) and Prob(IHit Region R I \VIA) we proceeded as follows.

We started with the data in Tables B-1 and B-2 of Appendix B. We then discarded those data for which

the sample size was not known. The remaining values were adjtsted by distributing the values inI the

"other/unknown" anatomical region to the other regions. assuming that they were in proportion to the

known cases for those regions. Then we sorted the records into two groups according as to whether the

data were for KIA or WIA. Each of these groups was further subdivided according as to whether they

tallied the number of wounds or the number of wounded. The anatomical distribution data for each of

these four groups was then averaged, using a weighted average weighted by the number of cases in the

sample size. The resulting estimates of the conditional distribution of hits given KIA or \VIA are

displayed in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. respectively, where the notations #\Vnds and #Cas means that the

values shown are based on the number of wounds and the number of wounded (respectively).

What is apparent from these figures is that the distribution of hits given WVIA is about the same

whether the counts are based on wounds or on wounded. On the other hand. the (list ribution of hits

given KIA when counts are based on wounds is not the same as when comnts are based( on wounded.
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Also. when counts are based on wounded, the distribution of hits given \VIA tends to be concentrated in

the extremities (arms and legs), while the distribution of hits given KIA tends to he concentrated in the

central regions (head. thorax, and abdomen). Presumalbly part of this is due to the fact that \VlA are

seldom hit in multiple anatomical regions, while IdA are. \We (do not attempt a deeper interpretation of

these figures because, as noted earlier, we are not much interested in the probabilities of the

corresponding events.

2-8. ESTIMATING SUSCEPTIBILITY AND VULNERABILITY. The method for e'tiiating the

probabilities of more interesting events follows essentially the procedures outlined by Bellamy-1993 and

used in the Bougainville and New Georgia-Burma studies reported in Beyer- 1962. That is. we prepare a

table like that shown in Table 2.-4, with rows for the anatomical regions (head. face. eve. neck. thorax.

abdomen, pelvis, spine, upper arm, lower arm, hand. hip and buttock, tipper leg. lower let %ot.

multiple. and other and unknown) and columns for thie casualty categories (KIA. \VIA. P ud

NFW. where NFW is an abbreviation for nonfatal wounds). At the intersection of each row and column

we record the number of casualties corresponding to the appropriate anatomical region and casualty

category. The data shown in Table 2-4 are from Tables 21 and :23 of Reister- 1975. and apply to World

War 11. US Army, 1942 through 1944. all theaters.

Some sources give the required values directly. Others give them indirectly by providing the total

number of casualties in each casualty category to'gether with the percelltage of •.iclh casualties by each

anatomical region. In either situation, the number of cases for each anatomical region is adjusted by

adding to it a proportion of the cases tabulated under the other (•. .. uinknown) and multiple anatomical

region headings (this assumes that such proportions are abowt the same as for those cases in which the

anatomical region is specified). In this paper. the results of adjisting for both the other and the multiple

anatomical region headings is called the "fully adjusted- values to distinguish them from the adjusted

values using only the other/unknown headings. Table 2-5 shows the results of fully adjusting Table 2-4

values in this fashion. Note that this adjustment does not affect the colunti totals. Also. note that the

adjustment is typically much larger, and hence potentially more subject to error, for the KIA than for

the other casualty categories.

The final step is to estimate from these data the probability that a given anatomical region is hit

(given. of course, that some anatomical region has been hit) and the conditional probabilities that

various casualty states will result from a hit in a given anatomical region. The prolbaility of a hit in a

given anatomical region is estimated by dividing the adjusted row-totals for that anatomical region by

the total number of casualties for the entire table. The results when Table 2-5 is used are shown in Table

2-6. For example. the probability that the head region is hit is estimated by dividing 123.150.7 bv

791.944. The (conditional) probabilities that various casualty states will result from a hit in a given

anatomical region are estimated by dividing the adjusted row-valties for that anatomical region and
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casualty category by the adjusted total number of hits on that anatoinwal region. For Instance, thie

estimate in Table 2-6 of the probability that a hit in the head region will result in a KIA is obtained b%

dividing 76.255.5 by 123.150.7.

Table 2-4. Initial Data on Hits by Anatomical Region and ('asualty Category

Line Anatomical Casualty category

no region KIA W'IA DOW NPF"' Total

1 Head 30599 46267 3932 42:33.5 76866
"2 Face-Eyeb 2988 32423 62:3 :31800 :35411
3 Eye 27S 11774 66 11708 12052
4 Neck 3990 9804 -156 93-18 1:3794
5 Thorax 17957 43427 36 15 :39812 6 1:384
6 Abdomen 12917 41170 5986 :3518-4 5-1087
7 Pelxvis 122 525:3 210 501:3 55375

8 Spine 278 7715 712 7003 7993
9 UArmc 2511 153015 999 152016 155526

1 0 L A r mn d - - .. ...

11 Ha nd . .. .. .. ...

12 Hip&Buttock 970 19487 381 19106 20457

13 ULeg-HipCf 4522 221355 :318:3 218172 225877

14 LLeg -- -- -- --

15 Foot -- -- -- -- --

16 Multiple 8821 1901 430 1171 10722
17 Other 106267 61:33 290 58 13 112400

18 Total 192220. 599724 2091:3 578811 79194

19 Proportion 0.2427 0.7573 0.0264 0.7309 1.0000

20 Frac. known 0.4013 0.9866 0.9656 0.9874 0.844.5

Tabl_ Notes:
a NFW stands for "nonfatal wotind,-,."
b Face. not including the eye.

' U stands for "tupper.-
d L stands for "lower."
C Dashes indicate values not given iii the source contuulted.

or not applicable for other reasons.

f Upper leg. not including the hip and buttock rtelion.

The number of CRO cases is omitted from these computations. partly because tOhey represent

relatively minor injuries and partly because the records on those cases have not found their way into the

generally available statistical data. Consequently. the estimated susceptibilities and viulnerabilitiies

obtained by this procedure (such as those in Table 2-6) should be interpreted as conditional on the hit

producing a battle casualty (i.e.. either a KIA or \VI'A).
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Table 2-5. Adjusted Data on lfits by Alnatolnical Region and ('a tiaht (Categor%

Line Anatomical Casual ty category

no regiona KIA WIA DOW NFU Total

1 Head 76255.5 46895.2 4018.4 -12876.8 123150.7
2 Face-Eye 7446.4 32863.2 656.3 :32207.0 -40:309.6
3 Eye 692.8 119:33.9 76.0 11857.8 12626.7
4 Neck 9943.4 99:37.1 469.5 9167.6 19880.6
5 Thorax 44750.5 4-1016.7 :3695.1 40:321.5 88767.1
6 Abdomen 32190.3 41729.0 6094.7 :356:34.3 73919.4
7 Pelvis 304.0 5324.3 247.2 5077.2 5628.4
8 Spine 692.8 7819.8 727.1 7092.6 8512.6
9 UArm 6257.6 155092.6 11:31.2 153961.5 161350.3
10 LArm -.........

11 Hand ..........
12 Hip&Buttock 2417.3 19751.6 401.1 19350.5 22168.9
13 ULeg-Hip 11269.2 224:360.6 3396.4-1 2209641.-2 23:5629.8
14 LLeg ..........
15 Foot
16 Multiple
17 Other

18 Total 192220 599724 2091:3 578811 791944.0
19 Proportion 0.2427 0.7573 0.026-1 0.7309 1.0000

Table Notes:
a See Table 2-4 for abbreviations used.

We also remark that, to the extent, that wearing body armor prevents such casualties, hits on the

armored portions of the anatomy will not be recorded as either KIA or W\IA. .. ccordingl%. the effect of

wearing body armor would be noticeable in such e-timates as those of Table 2-6 by either (i) a relatively

lesser chance of being -hit" in the region covered by the body armor, or (ii) a relatively less severe

casualty state resulting from ;uch a hit. or both. In case (i). it might appear at first sight that the use of

body armor merely had the effect of shifting the (listrib,,tion of hits by anatomical region. even though

it is actually preventing certain -'hits- from appearing in tlie castiIalty statistics and thus reducing the

total number of KIA plus \VIA. In case (ii). the body arnior has already failed to prevent a casualty, but

may have reduced its severity.
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Table 2-6. Estimated Susceptibility and Vulnerability Values

Line Anatomical Eventb

no regiona P(Hit R) P(KIAIR) P(1,'IAIR) P(DOWIR) P(NF1'IR)

1 Head 0.1555 0.6192 0.3808 0.0326 0.3482
2 Face-Eye 0.0509 0.1847 0.8153 0.0163 0.7990
3 Eye 0.0159 0.0549 0.9451 0.0060 0.9391
4 Neck 0.0251 0.5002 0.4998 0.0236 0.4762
5 Thorax 0.1121 0.50-11 0.4959 0.0416 0.45,42
6 Abdomen 0.0933 0.4355 0.5645 0.0825 0.4821
7 Pelvis 0.0071 0.0540 0.9460 0.0-139 0.9021
8 Spine 0.0107 0.0814 0.9186 0.0854 0.8332
9 UArm 0.2037 0.(--'88 0.9612 0.0070 0.9542
10 LArm ..........
11 Hand ..........
12 Hip&Buttock 0.0280 0.1090 0.8910 0.0181 0.8729
13 ULeg-Hip 0.2975 0.0478 0.9522 0.01-44 0.9378
14 LLeg ..........
1.5 Foot ........
16 Multiple ..........

18 Total 1.0000 ........

Table N
a See Table 2-4 for abbreviations used.
b R stands for "*Anatomical Region." i.e.. P(Ilit R) is the

estimated probability of a hit in anatomical region R.

2-9. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS. In view of the above, it would be of interest to determine the

anatomical distribution of hits under at least, the following variations in basic conditions. in order to

determine how sensitive the recorded data are to such variations. However. a systematic analysis of such

factors is not attempted in this paper.

a. Terrain.

b. Weather.

c. Type of tactical operation (at least attack awl defense, with pflrsnit and delay or wit hdrawal

operations if possible).

d. Mix of weapons used (or, as a surrogate. at least the epoch in which the data were gathered).

e. Conventions on defining anatomical regions and classifying hits as KIA. \VIA. CRO. and

"-not wounded."
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3-1. INTRODUCTION. This chapter describes and discusses the results of applying the method

described in paragraph 2-8 to some of the published data on personnel attrition rates. All of the data

that lent itself to such an analysis are used, except that only data that are based on tile number of

wounded are used, rather than data on the number of wounds. The published data used to estimate the

susceptibility and vulnerability of major anatomical regions are presented in Appendix B for ease of

reference. Since most of the important problems and considerations involved in using published data on

personnel attrition rates have already been mentioned in Chapter 2. they will not be repeated here.

3-2. SUSCEPTIBILITY. The principal results regarding susceptibility are displayed in Figure 3-1,

which shows the estimated probability of being hit in a given anatomical region (given a hit on the

whole body). The abbreviations for the basic data sources used in Figure 3-1 are as follows. The RVNAF

(Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces) values are for the Vietnam Army. Navy. Air Force. and N1arines

during the year 1962, based on Tables 4 and 8 together with page 23 of Parker-1965. The RVN-CG

(Republic of Vietnam-CG) values are for the Vietnam paramilitary forces or Bao An. then krown as the

CG. during the year 1962. based on Table B-I and page 65 of Parker-196.5. The Korea-All values are for

the US Army during the Korean War (1950-1953), based on Table 21 and 22 of Reister-1969. The

WIVII-AlI values are for the US Army during World War I1 (December 1911 through 1945). all theaters.

based on Tables 21 and 23 of Reister-1975. The NewG-! ý i" values are for the operations of three infantry

battalions participating in the New Georgia and Buril:., campaigns (30 .June 1943 to 22 September 1943

and February 1944 to May 1944. respectively), based on t lie casualty survey information contained in

Table 36 on page 258 of Beyer-1962. The Bougain values are for US Army ground forces during the

Bougainville campaign (15 February to 21 April 1944), based on the casualty survey information

contained in Table 57 on page 317 of Beyer-1962. The EighthAF values are for the heavy bombardment

groups of the US Eighth Air Force operating from the United Kingdom during parts of the European

campaign (June through August of 1944), based on the casualty survey information in Table 186 on

page 563 of Beyer-196?.
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Figure 3-1. Estimated Susceptibility of Major Anatomical Regions.
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Considerin,, ae kinds of errors that affect the basic data and the varielies of tactical situation.'s

represented. as well as the differences in sample sizes, in total number of cases. and in the number of

cases listed as -other/unknown" or "multiple.- Figure 3-1 shows a remarkable consistency ii estimated

susceptibility among the- various data sources used. The body armor wbrn by Eight h Air Force personnel

covered the thorax and abdomen, and it presumably reduced the probability that a "hit- would be

recorded in those anatomical regions.

The consistency of these susceptibility values is further confirmed by Figures 3-2 and 3-3• which

show the variation in susceptibility for various years during \V\VII and various tactical situations during

the Korean War. Suggested representative nominal values of the probability of being hit in a given

anatomical region (given a hit on the whole body) are provided in Table 3-1. They are cor-istent with

the values in Figures 3-2- ;3d 3-3. but are otherwise more or less arbitrary.

Table 3-1. Suggested Nominal Values of Stisceptihlhity

Anatomical Noll] i na I
region P(llit)

HeadkNeck 0.23
Thorax 0.15
Abdomen 0.10
Arms 0.20
Legs 02
Total 1.00

3-3. VULNERABILITY. The first principal result regarding vulnerability is shown in Figure 3-4. which

gives the estimated conditional probability of being KIA given a hit on each of the major anatomical

regions. (The estimated conditional probability of being WIA given a hit on each of the major

anatomical regions is, of course, given by the complementary probability.) It is clear from this figure

that the bulk of the KIA are due to hits in the central regions (head. neck. thorax. and abdomen).

Personnel hit in the extremities (arms or legs) are seldom KIA.

The vulnerability estimates for the RVN-C(C data are lower than for most of the other data sources

used. The published data on this paramilitary force indicate that it had a much lower fraction of KIA

cases (about 9 percent versus 20 to 25 percent.) than did the other sources. This suggests that all of its

P(KIA flit) values are reduced or diluted by a relatively high number of only light ly wounded cases. If

its estimated vulnerability values are doubled to approximately correct for this dilution effect, they fall

pretty much in line with the other values.
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The published data on the Eighth Air Force also show a lower fraction of KIA cases (about 10

percent versus 20 to 25 percent) than do the other sources. Accordingly. its estimated vulnerability

values should be about doubled to approximately correct for this dilution effect. When this is dlone, its

estimated head-and-neck, arm, and leg vulnerability values fall pretty much in line with the other

estimates. However, its estimated thorax and abdomen vulnerabilities wouhll then be much higher than

the other estimates. This can be understood when we consider that a -hit" in the thorax or abdomen

region usually had to be powerful enough to overwhelm the protective armor worn by Eighth Air Force

crews-and that such a powerfui hit usually resulted in a KIA. Less powerful -hits" turned back by the

armor would not even be recorded in published data on personnel attrition in the Eighth Air Force.

The published data on the New Georgia-Burma campaign indicate no personnel KIA due to a hit

in the abdomen, arms, or legs. This may be due. in part. to the relatively small sample size for this

campaign (about 333 casualties in all, of which only 14 were recorded as hit ini the abdomen). In

addition, some of its KIA may have been misclassified as DOW. The estimated probability of+ 14XKIA or

DOW given a hit on each of the major anatomical regions is shown in Figure 3-5. Here the New

Georgia-Burma values for the abdomen. arms. and legs fall pretty much in line with the other values.

considering their greater uncertainty due to their relatively smaller sample size.

As World War II progressed, the vulnerability of US personnel decreased. as shown in Figure 3-6.

The reasons for this fact are not clear. Presumably. it is due in part to speedier aii(l more effective

medical care of the wounded (faster recovery of wvounded from the battlefield. wider use of blood plasma

and antibiotic medicines such as sulfa and penicillin, increased surgical skill. and more fully equipped

medical facilities). The change from being on the losing defensive earlier in the war to being on the

winning offensive may also have affected these values. Perhaps changes, i n the size and composition of

friendly forces relative to enemy forces also influenced these values (specifically. the increased Air Force

component. which has a lower proportion of KIA). But what factors are operating here is not certain.

The hypothesis that the decline in World War II vulnerability values may be related to the

difference between defensive and offensive operations is somewhat supported by the Korean War data

shown in Figure 3-7. In this figure. the types of tactical operations identified in the source are

abbreviated as follows. Off stand- for "offensive operations." Pursuit for 'pursuuit operations." .MntnDef

for -maintain defensive lines." LimOpns for -limited operations from the MBP (main battle position),"

Def for "defensive operations.' and Withdrw for "withdrawal operations.- The highest values of

vulnerability are those for Def and Withdrw. which tends to support the hypothesis that personnel

vulnerability values are higher for defensive and/or losing operations than for offensive and/or winning

ones.
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Considering the quality of the data and the values obtained from it. andl Ihe estimates given in

Appendix B, the nominal values of personnel vulnerability for contemporary condhitions given in Table

3-2 are suggested. The vulnerabilities for KIA and \VIA must sutm to iunity, and the vulnerabilities for

DOW and NFWV (nonfatal wounds) must sum to the vulnerability for \VIA. The values proposed are

consistent with those found in Appendix B, but are otherwise more or less arbitrary.

Table 3-2. Suggested Nominal Values of Vuilw rability

Anatomical Nominal Nominal Nominal Nominal
region P(KIAlltit) P(WIAIliit) P(DOWIllit) P(NFW'Iltit)

Hlead&Neck 0.45 0.55 0.03 0.52
Thorax 0.45 0.53 0.04 0.51
Abdomen 0.35 0.65 0.10 0.55
Arms 0.03 0.97 0.01 0.96
Legs 0.05 0.95 0.02 0.93

3-4. OTHER REMARKS AND OBSERVATIONS

a. Using the suggested nominal susceptibility and vulnerability values given in Tables 3-1 and

3-2. the implied unconditional probability of a KIA (given a hit on the whole body) is 0.228. computed

from the formula

P(KIA) = ZP(KIAIit) ×.P(lNit).

where the sum is taken over all of the major anatomical regions. This value is close to the traditional

rule of thumb that about 1/4 to 1/5 of those hit are KIA.

b.. Note that the nominal hit probabilities suggested in Table 3-1 are not what would be

expected from the relative areas of the major anatomical regions given in Table 2-1 and the hypothesis

that hits are uniformly distributed over the body. This is shown in Figure 3-8. where the nominal values

are from Table 3-1 and the JMEM* values are obtained from the .1I.EM values given in Table 2-1 by

lumping the pelvic region in with the abdominal region and assuming that the susceptibility of major

anatomical regions is proportional to their areas. As can be seen. the .IMEM* values tend to tnder-

represent the susceptibility of the head and neck region. and to overrepresent I lie iirceptibility of the

abdominal region. The JMEM* representation of the other major anatomical regions is reasonably

consistent with those in Table 3-1.

c. It is not meaningful to compare the JMENI vulnerabilities with those estimated from the

published data on personnel attrition because their definitions are not comparable. The casualty criteria

in JMEM-1991 refer to the probability of being able to complete various infantry tasks (such as being

able to conduct a defense for a specified minimum period of time. etc.). and have no known relation to

those used in the published attrition data (i.e.. KIA. \ITA. etc.).
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

4-1. INTRODUCTION. This chapter presents our principal coiiclisions and observations.

4-2. CONCLUSIONS

a. The principal findings of this work are that published personnel attrition data can be used to

estimate the susceptibility and vulnerability of major anatomical regions. The -usceptibi!;ty estimates

based on various sources are generally similar, which suggests that they are influenced only slightly by

variations in the tactical situation. The vulnerability estimates appear to he somewhat more sensitive to

the tactical situation, but clearly indicate that a hit in one of the central regions (head. thorax, and

abdomen) is far more likely to result in a killed in action than a hit on the extremities (arms and legs).

b. Based on our results, we suggest the nominal values in Table 1-I as applicable to US Army

combat operations under contemporary conditions (see the Glossary for the abbreviations KI\A. WlA.

etc.). All values in this table presume a hit on .some anatomical region. 'rhey are consistent with the

results obtained in Appendix B, but are otherwise more or less arbitrary.

Table 4-1. Suggested Nominal Values of Personnel Susceptibility and V'ulnerability

Anatomical Nominal Nominal Nom i nla 1 Nomii i na I Nom i na 1
Region P(Hit) P(KIA111it) P(W'IA { }i t) P( D016'I Hiit ) P( NFJ 11 i t)

fleadkNeck 0.23 0.45 0.55 0.03 0.52
Thorax 0.15 0.45 0.55 0.04 0.51
Abdomen 0.10 0.35 0.6.5 0.10 0.55
Arms 0.20 0.03 0.97 0.01 0.96
Legs 0.32 0.05 0.95 0.02 0.93
Total 1.00 ----

The implied probability of KIA given a hit on some anatomical region is P(KlTA) = 0.228. obtained from

the formula.

P(KIA) = • P(KIA Ilit) x P(flit).

where the sum is taken over all of the major anatomical regions. This value is close to the traditional

rule of thumb that about 1/4 to 1/5 of those hit are MIA.
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c. These nominal hit probabilities are not tihe same as those implied by tile hy.pothesis that !,its

are uniformly distributed over the body when the relative areas of the major anatomical regions are

taken to be those given in the JXIEM (see JMEM-1991). In addition, the .IMEM casualty criteria (such

as being able to conduct a defense for some specified minimum period of time) have no known relation

to the conventional casualty categories used in the putblished data on personnel attrition (such as KIA.

WIA, and so forth).

4-3. OBSERVATIONS

a. The lack of standardization in the definition of anatomical regions, the differences among

sources regarding their presented areas, the varying definitions of casualty. the relatively poor quality of

the basic data, the issue of whether to count wounds or wounded, and the question of whether-and if

so. how--to allocate values recorded as -other- or -multiple- make the data (in my view) unsuited to

highly refined statistical analysis or to overly-precise conclusions.

b. Only a few sources report data in a form that supports application of the method used here.

c. It would be of interest to determine the anatomical distribution of hits under at least the

following variations in basic conditions, in order to determine how sensitive the recorded data are to

such variations:

(1) Terrain.

(2) Weather.

(3) Type of tactical operation (at least attack and defense. with piursuit and delay or

withdrawal operations if possible).

(4) Mix of weapons used (or. as a surrogate. at least the epoch in which the data were

gathered).

(5) Conventions on defining anatomical regions and classifying hits as KIA. \IA. CRO.

and -not wounded."
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APPENDIX B

REFERENCE TABLES

B-1. INTRODUCTION. This appendix contains several tables referred to in the main body, grouped

together for ease of reference and to avoid unnecessarily interrupting the presentation in the main body.

The nature of the information they contain and the abbreviations used are presented below.

B-2. TABLES B-i AND B-2. These tables give the distribution of hits in major anatomical regions given

that the data are for WIA or KIA (respectively). The column for source identifies the reference from

which the data were taken (see Appendix A for a list of sources). The column for date of the data is a

nominal date giving the year applicable to most of the data. The column for page gives the page of the

source from which the data were taken. The column headed -Note- refers to the table notes given in the

continuations of these tables. The next eight columns refer to major anatomical regions (or to the

other/unknown and whole body -regions"). The columns for the number of casualties and number of

wounds indicate the number of casualties or number of wounds for this group of data. The column

headed "Based On%Of" indicates whether the listed percentages are based on the number of wounds

(#Wnds) or on the number of wounded (#Cas). Entries of -??" indicate that the item in question is not

given in the source consulted. Entries of the form -w/Xxxx- indicate that the source combined the

corresponding anatomical region with anatomical region Xxxx.

B-3. TABLES B-3 THROUGH B-19. These tables contain the initial and adjusted data on hits by

anatomical region and casualty category (as described in connection with Tables 2-4 and 2-5 of the main

body), together with the resultant estimatedsusceptibility and vulnerability values derived therefrom (as

described in connection with Table 2-6 of the main body). The analog of these three tables is combined

into a single combined table, enclosed in a single-line border. Dashes (--) indicate that the source does

not provide the corresponding value, or that the item is meaningless (as is the case for the total of the

estimated vulnerability probabilities). The source of the data. the force to which it applies, and the

specific location in the source from which the data were taken are also indicated.

In the combined table, the abbreviations in column for -Region- are as follows.

* U stands for "upper," and L for -lower.-

* Multi means that multiple regions (not further specified) were wounded.

* Other means that the source gives no data on the anatomical location of wounds.

The combined table gives the estimated susceptibility and vulnerability values after adjustment for
the other/unknown entries. However, for most of the work presented in the main body. it. was felt

desirable to use susceptibility and vulnerability estimates after adjustment for both the -nmulti" and the
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"other/unknown" entries. One of the reasons for this is that some of the sources used only the "multi"
entry and gave no values in the -other/unknown" entry. The susceptibility and vulnerability estimates
obtained after adjusting the initial values for both the -multi- and the -other/unknown- entries are

referred to as 1'ully adjusted," and are given in the smaller table enclosed ill a double-line border.
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Table B-1. Distribution of Hits iii Major Anatomical Regions. Giveni WIA
(page 1 of 2 pages)
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Table B-I (Contd). Notes on the Distribution of Hits in Major Anatomical Regions, Given WVIA
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Table B-2. Distribution of Hits in Major Anatomical Regions. Given KIA
(page 1 of 2 pages)
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A~um Ir OO Pegs Nab Neck Thora Abdome Pedwb Amsr Leop Ihdm-m8 Cm W OdLQ.%

B~wr-196 1344 573 1 W6. 11.2% 4.1% 0.01A 1.0% 9.2% 37.8% 100.0% 96 77 Cm
Bayer-lO 1344 573 1 30.3 14.0% 5&6% 0.0% 23.3% 2D.2% 0M0% 100.0% 7? 176 8Wmdm
60"er-102 1351 730 2 42.4 14,1% 22.4% 0.0% 21.2% vWAdr 0.0% 100.0% 125 ?? cm
Bayer-lOU 1351 722 3 31.5 24.8% 2.5% 060% 4.1% 5.0% 2L4% 100.0% 1500 77 Cm
Bayer-lO 1951 754 3 26.1 23.2% 5.20% 0.0% 15.4% 24.1% 0.0% 100.0% 346 1346 8Wndo
Buyer-lOU 1961 756 3 12.5 00.2% 17.2% UM0 3.1% 7.0% 0.0% 100.0% 103 126 WV*W8
Buyer-IOU 1351 73 4 44.6 34.9% 2.% 0.0% 1.6% 69% 2Z4% 100.0% 547 1047 8Cm
Buyer-1062 1951 75W 5 17.6 26.79 6.2% 0.9% 15.9% 23.7% 0.0% 100.0% 354 3M M#IWB
BGyer-lOU 1351 755 5 43.4 36.1% &.4% 0.0% 2.0% IL1% 0.0% 100.0% 354 430 #Wndo
Buys-lOU 1351 757 6 12.2 1&.9% 5&1% 0.4% 22.2% 36.2% 0.0% 100.0% 365 3006 OM4
Buyer-lOU 1351 756 6 80.0 24.0% 7.9% 0.0% 4.7% 13.5% 0.0% 100.0% 355 554 WnVA
Buyr/-196 1351 760 7 17.5 57.6% 13.6% 0.0% 2.4% &.7% 0.0% 100.0% 154 206 MMnd
Buyer13U2 1351 760 6 55.6 22.0% 5.2% 0.0% Z.6% 11.4% 0.0% 100.0% 500 77 *Gm
Bayer-196 1951 761 9 16.0 15.7% 7.4% 0.0% 20.0% 36.9% 0.0% 100.0% 500 3510 eV~fld
Buye-1906 1344 644 10 10.5 229% 6.3% 0.0% 207% 36.4% 0.0% 100.0% 1000 646 0"ed
Buyer-lOU 1344 644 11 M0. 129% 7.1% 0.0% 32.1% 24.6% 0.0% 100.0% 164 461 EWnds
Boyer-lOU 1943 645 12 31.7 31.7% 10.9 0.0% 1,0% 2.0% 207% 101.0% 101 7? OCm
BuewsP1062 1343 650 13 X64 22.0% 12.2% 0.0% 0.3% &M5 2L.6% 100.0% 365 77 Cm
Bowu-l~ow 1$"4 646 14 17.4 14.0% &a0% 0.0% 2.3% 6.1% 56.8% 100.0 O65 7 Cm
Buyer-1982 1944 645 15 30. 2.6% 1.6% 0.0% 77 &7% 51.2% 100.0% 164 77 Cm
BaYer-lO 16W 64 16 41.5 51,4% #flioix 0.0% 2.6% 4.6% &.0% 100.0% 1173 77 Cm
Beyer..1O 1341 646 17 37.0 30.0% 33.0% 0.0% 4.0% 6.0% 0.0% 100.0% 77 77 8cm
Beye-1982 *1943 646 16 41.0 41.0% 14.0% 0.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.0% 100.0% 78 77 Cm
Beyer-1962 1943 646 19 43.0 2066% 16.3 0.0% 0.3 4.8% 0.0% 100.0% 234 77 OCM
Buye-1982 1344 646 20 43.7 36.7% 8.3% 0.0% 2.3% 9.0% 0.0% 100.0% 351 77 8CM
Buye-lOU2 1944 646 21 46.1 364% 7.4% 0.0% ?7 2.1% 0.0% 100.0% 164 77 8Cm
Re*"-1906 1351 02 22 21.4 9.8% 6.2% 0.1% 1.3% &.7% 57.5% 100.0% 16436 77 8Cm
Ruduir1906 1351 62 23 27.4 14.3% 6.3% 0.1% 1.6% 4k@% 4&.7% 100.0% 3343 77 8Cm
Pmlule-1390 1351 02 24 13. 5.0% &@6% 0.1% 0.1% 1.0% 75.8% 100.0% 702 77 8Cm
Ridr-OW IS 1351 63 25 34.5 17.1% 10.4% 0.1% 2.1% 6.2% 22.6% 100.0% 3M 8Cm
Rsimluu1owS 1351 63 26 34.4 12.0% 6.2% 0.3% 2.7% 7.0% 3L95% 100.0% 3033 77 Cm
Riier-1390 1351 63 27 6.3% 3.2% 2.4% 0.0% 0.3% 067% 66.3% 100.0% Ml 77 Cm
R.imemr-log 1351 63 26 4.2% 2.9% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 90.3% 100.0% 310 77 Cm
O~ba1883 1663 2 23 41.5 51.4% wIrhaix wfThomx 2.6% 4.5% 0.0% 100.0% 1173 77 Cm
Mmaoghu,-1970 IM6 9 30 46.1 37.3% 9.2% 0.0% 1.7% 5.7% 0.0% 100.0% 2600 77 *Cm
Beebe-1952 1944 177 31 53.0 31.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.0% 0.0% 100.0% 367 ?7 8Cm
Beebe.IOU2 1344 177 32 37.0 50.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0% &.0% 0.0% 100.0% 116 77 8Cm
Bs@W@ 1952 1344 177 33 41.0 14.0% 24.0% 0.0% 4.0% 17.0% MO0% 100.0% 97 77 8Cm
JTCG-1970 1357 2-7 34 37.2 36.4% 9.2% 0.0% 1.2% &.4% 10.6% 100.0% 500 77 8Cm
Rei"er1975 1342 350 35 12.7 2.4% to6% 0.1% 1.3% 2% 52.9% Sf 100.0% 102220 77 8Cm
pulcrk.1965 1962 24 36 27.5 16.6% 11.8% 0.0% 2.5% 2.5% 37.0% 100.0% 589 77 *Cos
Padw.r1065 196 65 37 23.6 11.4% 16.5% MO0% 0.0% 15.7% 30.7% 100.0% 127 77 8Cms
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Table B-2 (Contd). Notes on the Distribution of Hits in Major Anatomical Regions. Given KIA
(page 2 of 2 pages)

Arc Noab:

2 OM anaduplle. Korea.
3 Kam
4 Lmed woxnds

S US Ayf nKame Pg 75S1s kw 1" hm do . (Wo body a-nwm
a US M mb Crps in Koma. Pg 758 lot fornk wod only. Obody mum
7 NM wurin body wmr.
8 Wumg body mi (oly 0* ul VWOud ooWMM
9 wegm boy amnor.

10 Wod War M. US fMh Army.
11 WoidWar . US Bgl AirFoe
12 Wvfd War IL Now GIorgaeum. kkiudMs D0W u wAdl s KIA.
13 Woud War NL Bougimklwlf
14 Wouod War K, US FU AMny. NWay.
15 Wol War I. US 89i Ai Fo•re. Egop0
1i US C•l War. by areme d 1d11
17 Wood War it bUeth o•u in L-don Isbd by' diming ts 1941 O.

18 Wud War II Nw Georgqme .
1i Wod War H, Uomgaime.
20 Wood War US FUh Anmy. Oy.
21 Wod War N, US 8m0 Air Foe IMly.
22 Kormin War. ad omerPor E.eludes deploy and resmv By ft waouAd.
23 KIQemn War. olnNee -opwerdom By fad wounda.
24 Korean Wfi. pWsn&oparaoew. By MW md• ,

25 Korema War. Idnd d Nu kls. B wounds.
2S Koream War, Ide pudu ftom nabd bdue poem felby f&W wounds.
27Kou War, ,deemisei opelona. y tfi wounds.
28 Km--m War. wehdrea oprIo'm. By Df wounds.
29 Us CMi War. Union ikoop.
30 led fme. m imm. IOM ting @inoe aid --muple wounds.
31 Soswmg44omim War. 18i4s

32 New Zealmid War. 1883-18M
33 Woid War IL CMIkims Idled dming Mhe London Oft,
34 Vlemam. baed on 500 US lkramie.
35 Table 22. pp 350-351. Number Idlled in aaton, by

mommave ospa mid minaomical tacalion of wound. U.S.
Ay, 142-1945 (Inluadee Doec 1941).

36 RVNAF for the year 1UZ
37 RVN-CG for te year 162.
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GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY-i. Some of the abbreviations and special terms used in this document are listed below. If

the definition given is an official one, the organizations that have adopted it are given in parentheses:

otherwise, no indication of its adoption are given. Note that the definitions used by other countries or by

the US in earlier times may differ more or less from those given below. and may be interpreted in

various ways even within the US Department of Defense.

GLOSSARY-2. Definitions of terms and abbreviations.

Battle casualty.- (DOD) Any casualty incurred in action. -In action" characterizes the casualty
status as having been the direct result of hostile action. sustained in combat or relating thereto, or
sustained going to or returning from a combat mission provided that the occurrence was directly related
to hostile action. Included are persons killed or wounded mistakenly or accidentally by friendly fire
directed at a hostile force or what is thought to be a hostile force. H1owever. not to be considered as
sustained in action and thereby not to be interpreted as battle casualties are injuries due to the elements.
self-inflicted wounds, and, except in unusual cases. wounds or death inflicted by friendly forces while the
individual is in absent-without-leave or dropped-from-rolls status or is voluntarily absent from a place of
duty. See also died of wounds received in action: nonbattle casualty: wounded.

Bloody losses.- The sum of the KIA and WVIA.

Casualty.- (DOD, IADB) Any person who is lost to the organization by reason of having been
declared dead, wounded, injured, diseased. interned. captured, retained, missing. missing in action.
beleaguered, besieged or detained: see also battle casualty: nonbattle casualty: wounded.

CMIA.- Captured or missing in action. See POW and [IA.

CRO.- Carded for record only. (Adapted from Beebe, GilbertV W.: and De Bakey. Michael E..
Battle Casualties: Incidence. Mortality, and Logistic Considerations. Charles C. Thomas (publisher),
1952.) Basically, admissions to a medical treatment facility include all cases admitted for medical care
and not returned to duty on the same calendar day as that on which first seen. Cases which are treated
on an outpatient (duty) status, are designated as carded for record only (CRO).

DNBI.- Disease and nonbattle injury. Personnel treated for diseases and for injuries not received in
action. See Nonbattle casualty.

DOW.- Died of wounds received in action (DOD. NATO). A battle casualty who dies of wounds or
other injuries received in action, after having reached a medical treatment facility. See also killed in
action.

DTIC.- Defense Technical Information Center.

KIA.- Killed in action (DOD, NATO, IADB). A battle casualty who is killed outright or who dies
as a result of wounds or other injuries before reaching a medical treatment facility. See also died of
wounds received in action.

Losses.- (Adapted from FM 101-10-1/2. Staff Officers* Field Manual Organizational. Technical. and
Logistical Data Planning Factors. October 1987). A personnel loss is any reductioi in the assigned
strength of a unit. Personnel losses are recorded in three general categories: battle. nonbattle. and
administrative.
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6 Battle losses are those incurred in action. They include wounded or injured in action
(including those who died of wounds and died of injuries received in action). killed in ac•; on. and missing
in action or captured by the enemy.

0 Nonbattle losses are those not directly attributable to action regardless of when sustained.
They include nonbattle dead. nonbattle accident/injury. nonbattle mnissing. and illness/disease.

• Administrative losses are those resulting from transfer from the uenit. absence without leave.
desertion, personnel rotation, and discharges.

LWIA.- Lightly wounded in action (cf. Slightly Wounded).

MIA.- (adapted from FM 101-10-1/2, Staff Officers* Field Manual Organizational. Technical. and
Logistical Data Planning Factors. October 1987). Missing in action describes battle casualties whose
whereabouts or fate cannot be determined and who are not known to be in an unaurhorized absence
status (desertion or absence without leave). Missing in action (NIIA) casualties are not usually included
in medical statistical records or reports received by The Surgeon General. but are reportable to The
Adjutant General.

NFW.- Nonfatal wound. A person who is wounded in action (\\'IA). but who does not die of
wounds (DOW).

Nonbattle casualty.- (DOD. NATO. IADB) A person who is not a battle casualty. but who is lost
to his organization by reason of disease or injury, including persons dying from disease or injury, or by
reason of being missing where the absence does not appear to be voluntary or due to enemy action. See
also battle casualty: wounded.

Nonbloody loss.- Battle casualties other than KIA and WIVA: includes (for example) MIA. POW.
absent without leave, stragglers. and deserters.

NP.- Neuropsychiatric.

POW.- Prisoner of war. Detainee (DOD). A term use.t to refer to any person captured or otherwise
detained by an armed force. (According to FM 101-10-1/2. Staff Officers* Field Manuial Organizational.
Technical. and Logistical Data Planning Factors. October 1987. captured describes all battle casualties
known to have been taken into custody by a hostile force as a result of and for reasons arising out of any
armed conflict in which US armed forces are engaged. Captured casualties are not usually included in
medical statistical records or reports received by The Surgeon General but are reported to The Adjutant
General.)

Seriously wounded,- (DOD. IADB) A stretcher case. See also \VIA.

Slightly wounded.- (DOD. IADB) A casualty that is a sitting or walking case. See also WIVA.

SWIA.- Seriously wounded in action (cf. Seriously Wounded).

WIA.- Wounded in action (DOD. NATO. IADB). A battle casualty other than "killed in action"
who has incurred an injury due to an external agent or cause. The term encompasses all kinds of wounds
and other injuries incurred in action, whether there is a piercing of the body, as in a penetrating or
perforated wound, or none. as in the contused wound: all fractures. burns, blast concussions, all effects of
biological and chemical warfare agents, the effects of exposure to ionizing radiation, or any other
destructive weapon or agent.
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